This Addendum will be provided in alternative formats upon request.
removes from the site upon contract termination. Equipment does not include anything built in (cabinets, counters, plumbing fixtures, etc). Is this the correct understanding of “equipment”?

**Answer:** This is a correct assumption of equipment. Casework, fixtures, plumbing, etcetera, would be part of the construction costs and would not be removed upon contract termination.

6. **Question:** In regards to narrative questions, in section F: *Potential Building Improvement Capital*, Are responses considered a binding commitment and ineligible for modification, or are intended to be illustrative of experience?

**Answer:** This question asks that the applicant focus on interest and experience. Nothing is a binding commitment until a contract agreement is executed. All responses are subject to contract negotiations with Public Health- Seattle & King County.

7. **Question:** The budget narrative does not match the model budget in the Cardea report included in the RFA. The RFA says bidders should assume $120,840 in FEPP levy funding for the 2019-2020 year. The Cardea model budget (pages 33-34 of the Cardea report) is based on $170,630 in FEPP levy funding – and even at that level shows a gap ranging from $52,000 to $200,000. Given this, which parts of the Cardea model budgets, if any, should be considered or prioritized by bidders?

**Answer:** The Cardea report budget was built earlier than the information provided in the RFA document. We suggest using the Cardea budget as a guide for budget category estimates with the understanding that the RFA provided budget is accurate. Actual budget gap will be determined by the final amount of estimated expenses for total operations.

8. **Question:** Budget: What is the estimate of FEPP levy funding for future years?

**Answer:** The entire FEPP budget will increase by 3% Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) annually.

9. **Question:** Your RFA says “health services.” Does it mean: 1-providing clinical service at the school; 2- connecting students that need clinical health service to hospitals or clinics; 3- providing health awareness and health education, including nutrition, physical wellness; 4- making students have health-cards, showing they undergo regular check-ups, follow up vaccinations, take their Medicines?

**Answer:** Please see Section B. Required Scope of Services for specifics.

10. **Question:** Some files that I would like to submit with the application have a large amount of data. Is it okay to submit the application as multiple emails?

**Answer:** Yes, you may submit multiple emails. Please note in your email your intention to do so, and sequentially number the email submissions. It is your responsibility to ensure that each email is successfully submitted by the due date and time.

All other terms of Request for Applications (RFA) 2019CHS49RFA remain unchanged.